
Odysseas Kourafalos  
ohdecay@gmail.com
Skype / Reddit : Ducklord
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/kourafalos
Writing Samples (English): https://ok.journoportfolio.com/

Studied @:  
Graphic Artist, AKTO Art & Design College

Currently @:  
Make Tech Easier (Since 2019):

Writing Contributor: tutorials & software reviews (Linux, Windows, software, scripting, networking, "hacks")

Cyberpunks (Since 2020):

Writing Contributor: product/software/movie reviews, featured posts

VapoSearch (Since 2020):

Writing Contributor: vaping gear reviews & tutorials

Past @:  
Leads Panda (2019-2020):

Writing Contributor: articles on SEO & marketing

Uncensored Media (2009-2020):

Designer, writer: Productivity.gr
Concept, designer, writer, administrator: PiPESmag.com
Writer: Stoopid.gr
Concept, design, WP theme creation, writer, administrator: Unregistered.gr

IT Publications (2005-2012):

(Technical) Writer: PC World (Greek Edition)
Site & Forum administrator: PC World (Greek Edition)

CompuPress (2000-2005):

(Technical) Writer: Computer For All magazine
(Technical) Writer & game reviewer: PC Master magazine
Movie reviewer: CineFAN magazine

Skills:  
Writing (blog posts, tutorials, buying guides, ebooks)
Translation (English <-> Greek, & technical)
Content Management (WordPress)
Graphics - UI/UX - Web Design (Photoshop, HTML, CSS, SASS, EMMET, WordPress)
Sketching (Krita, Illustrator)
DTP (InDesign)
Computer scripting (AHK)

Knows:  
How "to tech." It all began during the 8-bit era, with a Commodore 128. That's "more than 30 years" for
everyone unfamiliar with home computers, Thundercats, Duran-Duran, and the 80s in general.
How to use almost any piece of software (when you're doing it for decades, "they all start looking the same").
How to write engaging copy. Sometimes, spiced with humor. With maybe some dread and pessimism
sprinkled on top for even more humorous results.
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How to grok complex information and present it to the average consumer in a simplified and easily digestible
form. Unlike the previous sentence.
How to design beautiful sites.
How to create WP themes from scratch (which includes turning PhotoShop designs into WP themes).
How to sketch.

Doesn't Know:  
How to sing.
If we're living in a simulation.
Everything.

Likes:  
Everything tech. Those blinking lights. They are... hypnotic...
Writing. It's in my DNA.
Movies. A-lot. My having seen tens of thousands of them was the very reason CineFAN's first issue featured
my review of Minority Report on its cover.
Gaming. Over three decades of destroyed pixels.

Dislikes:  
Fluffy unicorns.
Aging (and the need for glasses).
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